African-American (AA) women have earlier menarche on average than women of European ancestry (EA), and earlier menarche is a risk factor for obesity and type 2 diabetes among other chronic diseases. Identification of common genetic variants associated with age at menarche has a potential value in pointing to the genetic pathways underlying chronic disease risk, yet comprehensive genome-wide studies of age at menarche are lacking for AA women. In this study, we tested the genome-wide association of self-reported age at menarche with common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a total of 18 089 AA women in 15 studies using an additive genetic linear regression model, adjusting for year of birth and population stratification, followed by inversevariance weighted meta-analysis (Stage 1). Top meta-analysis results were then tested in an independent sample of 2850 women (Stage 2). First, while no SNP passed the pre-specified P < 5 3 10 28 threshold for significance in Stage 1, suggestive associations were found for variants near FLRT2 and PIK3R1, and conditional analysis identified two independent SNPs (rs339978 and rs980000) in or near RORA, strengthening the support for this suggestive locus identified in EA women. Secondly, an investigation of SNPs in 42 previously identified menarche loci in EA women demonstrated that 25 (60%) of them contained variants significantly associated with menarche in AA women. The findings provide the first evidence of cross-ethnic generalization of menarche loci identified to date, and suggest a number of novel biological links to menarche timing in AA women.
INTRODUCTION
The timing of the age at first menses (menarche) is one of the primary features shaping female reproductive history and is associated with a number of current and later life health outcomes (1). Earlier age at menarche is associated with increased risk for breast cancer (2 -4), reduced stature and increased risk of obesity (5 -7) and type 2 diabetes (8), whereas late menarche may be associated with an increased risk of Alzheimer's disease (9) and stroke (10) , as well as lower fertility (11, 12) . Identification of genetic variants influencing variation in the age at menarche may thus shed light on mechanisms involved in a number of chronic diseases in women.
Age at menarche is under relatively strong genetic control, with heritability estimated at 50% (13) (14) (15) (16) . Candidate gene association studies point to the involvement of a number of genetic pathways, most notably those involved in steroid hormone signaling and transport [e.g. estrogen receptor (ER) genes and sex hormone binding globulin gene] and estrogen biosynthesis and metabolism (such as CYP17, CYP19, CYP1A1, and CYP1B1) (17) , although many of these associations have not been reliably replicated. In 2009, four large genome-wide association studies (GWASs) in women of European ancestry (EA) were published that together identified two novel genetic loci associated with age at menarche, LIN28B and the intergenic region 9q13.2 (18) (19) (20) (21) . Some of these variants are probably involved in general growth rate, as LIN28B variants are associated with pubertal timing, height and body mass index (BMI) growth in children (20, 22, 23) as well as with body size and pubertal traits in animal models (24) . Variants near the 9q13.2 SNP are also associated with height in GWAS (25) . More recently, a GWAS in over 85 000 EA women identified a further 30 genome-wide significant loci, and 10 suggestive loci, yielding a total of 42 loci associated with menarche timing (26) . A number of these had been previously identified as obesity loci, highlighting genetic pleiotropy between female adiposity and timing of menarche, an observation that supports the long-recognized link between these traits from epidemiologic studies (7, 27) .
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Human Molecular Genetics, 2013, Vol. 22, No. 16 There is ethnic variation in the timing of menarche, with African-American (AA) girls currently experiencing menarche 4 -6 months earlier, on average, than EA girls in the USA (6,28 -32) . In addition, compared with non-Hispanic White women, non-Hispanic Black women in the USA tend to have twice the prevalence of chronic diseases known to be related to early age at menarche, including childhood obesity (33) , the Metabolic Syndrome (34) and diabetes (35) , as well as higher prevalence and earlier onset of hypertension (36) . Despite the significant heritability of age at menarche and the persistent ethnic variation in both age at menarche and its associated diseases, only one recently published study has sought to identify menarche-related genetic variants in AA women (37) .
Here, we present a meta-analysis of GWAS from 15 studies including over 18 000 women to test the association of common genetic variants with age at menarche in AA women. We also conducted a targeted investigation of variants within a +250 kb region around the 42 SNPs recently reported in EA women, in order to test whether these loci contain variants associated with menarche in AA women and to potentially identify stronger markers of the associations. The study demonstrates (i) suggestive evidence for association of age at menarche in AA with a number of variants in loci involved in growth and insulin signaling, (ii) multiple independent SNP associations in or near RORA, previously identified as a possible menarche locus in EA women and (iii) cross-ethnic generalization of the majority of menarche loci identified to date in EA women.
RESULTS
A total of 18 089 AA women with self-reported age at menarche were included in the Stage 1 meta-analysis. Participants were drawn from seven population-based cohort studies and eight breast-cancer case -control studies, in which association analyses were conducted in cases and controls separately. All Stage 1 studies used agnostic, genome-wide SNP genotyping arrays that were not enriched for SNPs in any particular molecular pathways or candidate regions (see Supplementary Material, Table S1 , and Methods). A total of 2850 AA women in the Black Women's Health Study (BWHS) were genotyped de novo as the Stage 2 replication sample. Descriptive characteristics of each study are presented in Table 1 and in Supplementary Material, Text S1. Mean age at menarche in the studies was 12.6 years (range 8 -21 years). Not all studies reported the year of birth; for those that did, the year of birth at the individual level ranged from 1908 to 1978, and studies that were born later, on average (e.g. CARDIA) had lower mean age at menarche than studies that were born earlier (e.g. ARIC), which is consistent with the downward secular trend in age at menarche during the 20th century (38) .
An overview of the flow of experiments/analyses performed in this study and a summary of their results is provided in Figure 1 . The following paragraphs provide details on the results from these two primary experiments: (i) a meta-analysis of GWAS of age at menarche in AA women and (ii) a targeted interrogation of 42 loci previously reported to be associated with age at menarche in EA women.
Meta-analysis of GWASs of age at menarche in AA women
All Stage 1 studies performed regression analyses to test the linear association of each SNP genotype with age at menarche using an additive genetic model. Covariates included study center (if appropriate), year of birth (or age at study enrollment if birth year not available) to account for known secular trends and the first 10 principal components scores from EIGEN-STRAT to adjust for population stratification. Further details of the genotyping, quality control (QC) and analysis methods used for each study are provided in Supplementary Material, Table S1 . A quantile-quantile plot of the meta-analysis P-values shows that the test statistics follow the null expectations, with no excess of small P-values beyond that expected by chance (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ; lambda ¼ 1.03). No SNP passed the pre-specified P , 5 × 10 28 threshold for genome-wide significance in Stage 1 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). Table 2 displays SNPs with the lowest P-values from the Stage 1 meta-analysis, using the threshold of P , 1 × 10
25
, and other criteria that are described in the Materials and Methods section. Regional association plots for all 20 of these top regions are provided in Supplementary Material, Figure S3 . There was little evidence of heterogeneity of SNP effects by study as indicated by P for heterogeneity generally .0.05 and never ,0.02. There was no indication of systematic deviation of results in breast cancer cases compared with controls or population-based cohort samples (data not shown).
The most statistically significant association was with SNP rs4557202, near B3GALNT3 (P ¼ 3.51 × 10
27
), a gene involved in lipid synthesis and metabolic pathways. An intronic enhancer SNP on chromosome 11q23 (rs11216435) near DSCAML1 (Down-syndrome cell-adhesion molecule-like 1) and an SNP on chromosome 15q22 (rs339978) near RORA (the nuclear hormone receptor, RAR-like orphan receptoralpha) were associated at P , 1 × 10
26
. A second SNP (also an intronic enhancer) near RORA (rs980000) was associated at P ¼ 4.86 × 10
. These latter findings provide evidence of cross-ethnic validation for RORA, which had suggestive (but not confirmed) association with age at menarche in the EA ReproGen analysis (26) . The two intronic variants we identified at RORA are common in AA women [minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.20 for rs339978 and 0.26 for rs980000] but not in EA women (MAF of 0.02 and 0.05 in 1KGP EUR). These SNPs are in low linkage disequilibrium (LD) with one another in HapMap 1000 Genomes Project (1KGP) African samples (AFR in 1KGP, r 2 ¼ 0) and are only modestly correlated in EA populations (CEU in 1KGP, r 2 ¼ 0.34). Neither of these SNPs were in LD in either population with the index signal (rs3743266) reported previously at RORA in women of EA (r 2 ¼ 0). We also replicated the ZNF483 locus previously reported in EA women (26) in AA women. The two most significant associations in Stage 1 were intronic enhancer variants rs7873730 and rs10441737 near ZNF483 on chromosome 9q31. SNP rs10441737 is a near-perfect proxy for the known menarche variant rs10980926 at this locus in EA women (EUR in 1KGP, r 2 ¼ 0.98), with LD also observed in African samples (AFR in 1KGP, r 2 ¼ 0.44). The SNP rs7873730 was imputed in all studies (MACH r 2 was between 0.72 and 0.86 across studies), was less common in each population than the index SNP (MAF of 0.06 in EUR and 0.10 in AFR) and was only weakly correlated with either of the two SNPs in both EUR and AFR (r 2 of 0.08 -0.18).
Conditional analysis
To further explore the evidence of multiple independent signals within the RORA and ZNF483 loci, we performed conditional analyses in which both of our top SNPs and the index SNP reported for EA were included as covariates in each of the two independent regression models (Table 3 ; Fig. 2 ). For the RORA locus, we found evidence of two independent signals; both rs980000 (P ¼ 6.8 × 10
25
) and rs339978 (P ¼ 2.5 × 10
23
) remained significant when considered in the same model with the EA index SNP. This finding suggests that there may be multiple functional variants for menarche at this locus in AA women. For ZNF483, we found evidence of a single signal, as only one of the three SNPs (rs10441737) remained nominally significant (P ¼ 0.025) when rs7873730 and rs10980926 (the EA index SNP) were included in the regression model.
Stage 2 analysis in the black women's health study
We examined the 20 top SNPs from the Stage 1 meta-analysis in AA women from the BWHS. For 16 of the 20 SNPs that underwent testing in Stage 2, the direction of effect in the replication sample was consistent with Stage 1 (Table 2) . Two SNPs also replicated at a nominal P value (,0.05): rs8014131 near FLRT2 (BWHS P ¼ 0.021; combined P ¼ 3.4 × 10
27
) and rs10940138 near PIK3R1 (BWHS P ¼ 0.018; combined P ¼ 4.1 × 10
), which is involved in the metabolic functions of insulin. Suggestive evidence for replication (consistent direction and nominally significant P value) was also noted for rs12907866 near the aromatase gene CYP19A1 (BWHS P ¼ 0.065; combined P ¼ 4.4 × 10
) centrally involved in estrogen synthesis, and rs17669535 in DLGAP2 (BWHS P ¼ 0.057; combined P ¼ 6.4 × 10
). No SNPs passed a Bonferroni-corrected P-value threshold for significance in Stage 2.
Examination of the Stage 1 findings in EA women
We also evaluated potential associations between the 20 top SNPs from our Stage 1 meta-analysis in AA women and age at menarche in women of EA using data from the ReproGen con- Table S2 ). AA associations were directionally consistent with EA associations for 14 of the 20 variants, 3 of which were associated with age at menarche (Bonferoni-corrected P , 0.05). We found suggestive evidence of association near AKT3. The SNP rs320320 was associated in
ReproGen at P ¼ 1.06 × 10
23
, and the combined Stage 1 AA + ReproGen EA meta-analysis yielded P ¼ 1. 18 × 10 27 ). AKT3 is one of the AKT kinases, which encodes RAC-gamma serine/threonine-protein kinase, and regulates cell signaling in response to insulin and growth factors. In addition to AKT3, both of the SNPs near ZNF483 (rs7873730 and rs10441737) also replicated in EA women, which was expected given that ZNF483 was originally identified as a menarche locus in the ReproGen cohorts (described above) and because these SNPs were in high LD with the index SNP in this locus.
Interrogation of previously published menarche-associated Loci
The second goal of our study was to systematically interrogate the set of 42 menarche loci discovered in EA populations in AA women to confirm cross-ethnic replication of these loci and to identify possible stronger markers of the signals. First we examined the 42 EA index SNPs in these loci and found 26 had the same direction of effect on age at menarche in AA women, although only four of these were also nominally associated with age at menarche in our AA samples (P , 0.05).
Other than ZNF483 (discussed above), these included SNPs near CCDC85A, C6orf173, and RXRG (Supplementary Material, Table S3 ). None of these passed the Bonferroni-adjusted P-value threshold for significance (P , 0.0011). We next investigated SNPs in a 250 kb region surrounding the 42 index SNPs that were associated with age at menarche in EA (see Materials and Methods) (Table 4) , using a Bonferroni correction for the number of effective SNPs queried in each region. Generally, the SNP with the lowest P-value in African populations was in low LD with the index EA SNP in AA women (r 2 , 0.2) but was often in high LD with the index SNP in European populations (r 2 . 0.8), reflecting the same signal but better localizing it than was possible in the EA studies. Supplementary Material, Figure S4 shows regional association plots of age at menarche in AA women with SNPs within each 42 of the interrogated loci. The main finding from this analysis was that we found cross-population validation for a large proportion of the 42 loci (25 of 42, or 60%). The strongest evidence of association was found for SNPs in RORA and ZNF483 (as discussed above in relation to the top Stage 1 results), but there was also some evidence for cross-population locus replication of seven obesity-associated loci (26, 39) , including FTO (rs12149832, P ¼ 1.6 × 10 ), TMEM18 (rs2685252; P ¼ 2.06 × 10
22
) and LRP1B (rs7607295; P ¼ 4.74 × 10
), which were not in high LD with the index SNP in EUR (r 2 , 0.1). In addition, as in EA women, age at menarche was associated with genetic variants near LIN28B, PLCL1, NR4A2, MKL2 (corrected P value ,5 × 10 23 for all), and with variants in INHBA (P ¼ 1.3 × 10
). Inhibin A is secreted by the granulosa cells of the ovarian follicles in the ovaries to provide negative feedback on follicle-stimulating hormone and is a strong candidate gene for pubertal timing.
Next, we sought to identify stronger markers of the index signals in AAs through additional fine-mapping (see details of the approach in Materials and Methods). We found SNPs in 8 of the 42 EA regions that were more strongly associated with age at menarche in AA women when compared with the index signal in EA women (i.e. had a P-value for association with menarche ,0.004, and a P value at least 1 degree of magnitude lower than the P for the corresponding index association in EA women), and also were in moderate to strong LD with the EA index SNP with r 2 . 0.4 with the index SNP in EA (i.e. represented the same genetic 'signal') ( Table 5) . These included SEC16B, CCDC85A, EEFSEC, LIN28B, BSX, NARS2, STK33, and FTO. For instance, at the obesity-related locus SEC16B, we detected a variant (rs543874) approximately 50 kb upstream of the index signal previously identified in EAs (rs633715) that was more strongly associated with menarche in AA women (P ¼ 4.9 × 10 24 ) than was the index signal (P ¼ 0.12). SNP rs543874 is more strongly correlated with rs633715 in EA populations (r 2 ¼ 0.91 in 1KGP EUR) than in AA populations (r 2 ¼ 0.18 in 1KGP AFR), which suggests rs543874 may be a better marker of the putatively functional variant in AAs. These relationships are illustrated for the index SNP and the stronger marker in SEC16B in a regional association plot (Fig. 3) . Similarly, in the widely replicated obesity locus FTO, rs12149832 may be a stronger marker of the functional variant due to its stronger evidence of association in AA women (P ¼ 2.0 × 10 24 ) when compared with the index SNP identified in EA women (rs9939609, P ¼ 0.83), and because it again represents the same signal as the index SNP in EUR populations (r 2 ¼ 0.88 in 1KGP EUR) but not in AFR populations (r 2 ¼ 0.05 in 1KGP AFR). Of interest, five of the eight stronger marker SNPs in this analysis were found in/near loci previously implicated in adiposity via GWA (SEC16B, FTO) (39) were . This provides some evidence for the greater functional relevance of the SNPs identified in AA women when compared with the EA index SNPs. When limiting the comparison to SNPs that were significantly stronger markers of the index signal in the fine-mapping experiment, their overlap with cisregulatory SNPs was not found to be significantly greater than for the index SNPs.
DISCUSSION
Identification of genetic variation controlling the development of chronic disease risk factors in childhood, such as early menarche, is important because it may point to effective targets for environmental and behavioral interventions in early life, before disease processes are fully entrenched. AA women now experience significantly earlier sexual development (28) and carry a much higher burden of obesity and diabetes than EA women (33, 35) ; therefore, the search for genetic determinants of menarche timing may be of particular value in this population. Nonetheless, virtually all GWAS to date have been conducted in individuals of EA (41) , and this is true of menarche GWAS as well; a recent systematic review on the genetics of menarche (42) found only one existing study that provided any estimates of measured genotype effects on age at menarche for AA women. Subsequently, there has been one study published using a targeted genome-wide approach [i.e. using the Metabochip (43) in 4000 AA women (37) ]. In that study, no SNP association passed correction for multiple testing, and relatively poor coverage by the Metabochip of the previously reported menarche loci in EA women meant that cross-ethnic replication and generalization study was hampered (37). Conditional analysis identifies two independent signals for age at menarche near RORA, both of which are different from the previously identified index SNP in EA women. SNPs are plotted using Locus Zoom by position on the chromosome against association with age at menarche (2log 10 P). Estimated recombination rates are plotted in blue to reflect local LD structure using the 1KGP AFR reference panel, and the SNPs surrounding the top SNP from the Stage 1 meta-analysis (rs339978, purple diamond) are color coded to reflect their LD with this SNP. Both the first (represented by rs339978, P ¼ 1 × 10 26 ) and the second signal (represented by rs980000, P ¼ 2 × 10 26 ) were independent of the index SNP (rs3743266) previously reported for EA women (see Table 3 ).
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Meta-analysis of GWASs of age at menarche
The present study remains the largest and most comprehensive genetic examination of menarche timing in AA women to date, including all known available data (from 15 observational cohort and case-control studies) in AA women having both age at menarche information and genome-wide genotype data. Nonetheless, it included far fewer samples than are now available for EA women (≥100 000 in ReproGen). Effect sizes of the variants found via GWA in EA women (26) were fairly small (e.g. accounting for between 1 and 6 weeks variation in age at menarche per copy of the risk allele); therefore, our lack of genome-wide significant associations could stem from a lack of statistical power. Our power calculations show (Supplementary Material, Fig. S5 ) that for SNPs with MAF . 0.2, we had ≥80% power to detect a relatively small effect size [e.g. 6.5 weeks (0.12 years) earlier age at menarche per copy of the risk allele]. This is an effect size at the upper end of the range observed previously in EA populations [e.g. in LIN28B, a 6.9-week reduction in age at menarche per allele copy has been seen (18, 20, 21, 26) ]. As many of the SNPs identified in EAs were novel, it is also possible that the reported effect sizes in EA women were overestimated (i.e. the phenomenon of the 'winner's curse'), which would indicate that while our study was adequately powered to test variants having effects in the range of previously reported SNPs, it was in reality substantially underpowered. All SNPs in a 250 kb region in either direction of the index SNP were interrogated for association with age at menarche and the SNP with the lowest Bonferonni-correct P value was considered the best.
The primary outcome of our GWA experiment was to provide the first cross-ethnic validation of RORA, strengthening the evidence for its role in menarche. Genetic variants near RORA were previously reported to influence age at menarche in EA women, but at P-values below genome-wide significant thresholds (26) . RORA encodes one of the ROR nuclear receptors that regulate the transcription of numerous other genes and is expressed in human endometrium (44) . Recently, RORA expression has been found to regulate aromatase (CYP19A1), which converts testosterone to estrogen (45) . A SNP in CYP19A1 was among our top Stage 1 results and was marginally associated in Stage 2 (P ¼ 0.065). Variants in genes in the CYP19 gene family have been found to be associated with age at menarche (46, 47) as well as other reproductive traits in women (17, 18, 48, 49) . Furthermore, a conditional analysis identified two independent signals in RORA in AA women, both of which were independent of the previously reported index SNP identified in EA women. Localization of multiple independent variants that are statistically associated with disease traits is an important first step toward identifying causal variants. Our results suggest two independent signals in/near RORA, refining this putative menarche locus.
In addition, results of the GWA meta-analysis highlight biological pathways that may be important in AA women. A number of the most strongly associated variants from this meta-analysis implicate growth factor and insulin signaling in menarche timing. SNPs in Stage 1 that were also associated with menarche age in Stage 2 included rs10940138 near PIK3R1 (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase receptor 1, alias p13k in mice), which is part of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR inflammatory pathway. Enhanced activity of this pathway is strongly implicated in ER-positive breast cancer, ovarian cancer and endometrial cancer (50) , is involved in over 30 insulin-signaling networks (51) and contains variants associated with body fatness and leptin levels (52) . The second SNP from Stage 1 that was associated with menarche in the Stage 2 sample (rs8014131) is located near FLRT2, encoding the fibronectin leucine-rich transmembrane protein 2. FLRT2 acts as a cell-adhesion or signaling molecule and interacts with numerous growth factors including FGFR1, GnRH and GnRHR to control diverse developmental processes. Lastly, a suggestive association was noted with SNP rs320320 near AKT3 in Stage 1 and was also associated with menarche in our sample of EA women in the ReproGen study (P ¼ 1 × 10
23
, combined
). AKT3 (also known as protein kinase B) is a member of the serine/threonine-protein kinase family, and functions to regulate extracellular signals including plateletderived growth factor, insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 (53,54).
Interrogation of menarche loci reported in EA women
While there are numerous pitfalls in the use of diverse populations for GWA at present, including poorer genomic coverage with existing SNP panels and lower imputation quality (55) and complex admixture patterns across regions of the genome (56), diverse populations are very important in building on the findings in individuals of EA (41, 55, 57) . Owing to wide population variation in allele frequencies, sampling of diverse populations is critical, and African ancestry populations in particular should theoretically yield greater resolution on the location of causal variants influencing a trait, given their lower average LD (56) . We undertook two investigations to leverage these properties of AA populations to expand the information on menarche variants already identified in EA women. First, we hypothesized that we would find locus replication (association of SNPs in the same region), but not necessarily SNP replication in AA women. Therefore, we examined SNPs in a 250 kb region of the previously reported menarche loci in EAs. Secondly, we hypothesized that by taking advantage of the lower LD structure in AAs, we could gain insight into the fine structure of these loci and localize potentially causal variants.
As recently shown for lipid traits, significant inter-population differences exist in the contributions of individual SNPs within a given locus as well as their magnitude of effect on a given trait (57, 58) . Similarly, in the present analysis, none of the 42 index SNPs identified in EA women was associated with age at menarche in AA women after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. In contrast, 60% of the 42 loci contained SNPs (within +250 kb of the index SNP) were associated with menarche after region-based Bonferroni correction, showing significant overlap in the genes involved in menarcheal timing across race/ethnicity. This finding is important, first, because it strengthens the evidence for these particular loci being involved in menarcheal timing generally. We found, further, that the SNP with the lowest P-value in AA women in each region generally represented the same signal as in EA women (was in high LD with the index SNP in EA populations), although it was in low LD with the index EA SNP in AA populations. These findings point to the value of examining African Ancestry populations to better localize associations identified in EA populations. We also showed modest evidence in our eQTL analysis that particular SNPs in the 42 loci that were associated with menarche in AA women were more likely to influence local gene expression than were the index SNPs in EA women. A limitation of eQTL analysis is that expression is tissue and cell-type specific, and the cell-type (LCL) used here, while from Yoruban (African) ancestry samples, may not be as informative for investigation of gene variants regulating reproductive timing as hypothalamic or ovarian tissues would be, if available. In a second analysis to identify specific SNPs in the 42 loci that may better capture the association of the EA signal in AAs, we targeted only SNPs in LD (r 2 . 0.4) with the index signal in EAs. Through this fine-mapping work, we identified SNPs in at least eight regions that better captured the association with age at menarche in AAs than the SNPs identified in EAs, most of which were in obesity-related loci such as FTO and SEC16B. In the case of SEC16B, the LD structure of AA women was particularly helpful in localizing the signal to a smaller region. The results suggest a close link between female adiposity and the timing of pubertal development in AA women as was found for EA women (26) and again showcase the value of examining AA populations to narrow the subset of potentially functional alleles in loci identified via GWA in EA populations. In future, this work may be enhanced through transethnic meta-analysis (59), which takes into account the expected similarity in allelic effects in more closely related populations while allowing for heterogeneity between more diverse ethnic groups. This approach has already been shown to both increase power to detect association and improve localization of causal variants by combining diverse population data in a single meta-analysis (60, 61) .
Interpretation
The lack of strong genome-wide significant associations, in combination with significant overlap in loci associated with age at menarche in both AA and EA women, should not be interpreted to mean that ethnic differences in menarche timing are driven solely by environmental factors. First, African ancestry populations have greater haplotype diversity than European and Asian populations, which yields lower sensitivity for GWA because lower genome-wide LD makes the identification of loci less sensitive given the same degree of genomic coverage on a given genotyping array. Better imputation strategies are needed using population-specific sequencing data to detect lowfrequency variants and provide better coverage of genomic regions for African ancestry populations (62, 63) . However, greater haplotypic diversity also allows greater refinement of loci of interest (64) , and may have contributed to our greater success in refining multiple RORA signals than in the European cohort studies of menarche (26) . Secondly, there are other classes of genetic variants (e.g. less common alleles, copy number variants, other structural variants) that were not assayed here that may be shown to play a role in age at menarche. Thirdly, gene-by-environment interactions may have masked the effect of genetic variants; the presence of such interactions on a genome-wide basis requires much larger sample size than is available at this time for AA women. Therefore, expansion to additional cohorts to increase the sample size to reach the sizes now available for EA individuals (.100 000) will also be necessary before a full assessment of genetic and environmental contributors to ethnic variation in menarche timing can be made.
Limitations
In addition to the issue of sample size and the focus on common variants discussed above, there are a number of limitations of the study. The participating studies used SNP arrays that were designed to capture common variants in populations of EA and thus, a substantial fraction of common variation in AA populations is likely to have been missed or imprecisely tagged following imputation to a reference source such as HapMap (64) . The trait under investigation was self-reported; except for subjects in the Bogalusa Health Study, the subjects included in this meta-analysis were adults when detailed reproductive history data were collected. However, recalled age at menarche is highly correlated with observed age at menarche (65), even 30 years later (66). We did not detect significant heterogeneity across cohorts in our genetic meta-analysis, but heterogeneity in data collection methods may have nonetheless contributed to lower precision of our estimates.
Finally, the timing of menarche is sensitive to early nutritional status (including body fatness), economic disadvantage and, more recently, exposure to endocrine-disrupting chemicals (67) , but data on these factors prior to or at the time of menarche were not available for our study cohorts. Environmental heterogeneity between AA and EA women may explain the lack of replication of some loci, as we did not have adequate data to adjust for such factors in our analysis. The rate of decline in age at menarche over the 20th century was more rapid in AA than EA women (68) , highlighting the potential effects of the changing nutritional environment for our study population. This is important because environmental variation between and within populations may mask genetic effects when those differences are not accounted for (69, 70) . Birth year is a potentially useful proxy for numerous nutritional (e.g. protein intake) and non-nutritional (e.g. endocrine disruptors) exposures that have changed over time and may influence developmental timing. It is possible that one reason for the lack of genome-wide significant findings in the present analysis is that birth year heterogeneity (and the environmental variation it may index) could have masked genetic associations and contributed to our lack of genome-wide significant SNP discovery. In this regard, we recently showed a menarche genetic risk score-by-birth year interaction effect on childhood BMI, in which the aggregate effect of 42 menarche-related SNPs was greater in those born recently when compared with those born earlier in the 20th century in the same cohort (71) . However, in the present study, we had insufficient statistical power to conduct an SNP × birth year interaction analysis at the genome-wide level, and it was furthermore unlikely that this would have significantly altered our meta-analysis results, as we found little evidence for effect heterogeneity across cohorts that varied widely in mean birth year. Nonetheless, this is a limitation of the present analysis, and an interesting avenue for future investigation. 
Conclusions
In summary, we confirmed that many menarche loci identified in EA women generalize to AA women, and for some of these loci, examination of AA samples allowed resolution of multiple signals, better localization of their respective signals and stronger associations with menarche than the originally reported SNPs. We present findings from the largest genome-wide association meta-analysis of age at menarche in AA women to date and, although no single SNP reached genome-wide significance, we identified a number of suggestive associations that may help define novel biological pathways involved in this important early life risk factor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
A total of 18 089 AA women with self-reported age at menarche collected at the baseline visit for each study were included in the 
Phenotypes
Age at menarche was reported to the whole year, and ranged from 8 to 21 years of age, except in the case of the MEC, in which age at menarche was reported within 2-year age groups, the mid-point of which was used in the analysis. Self-reported age at menarche in adult women has been shown to be a valid proxy for prospectively collected age at menarche (66, 74, 75) . Age at menarche is a normally distributed trait and therefore was not transformed prior to analysis.
Genotyping and QCs
The Table S1 .
SNP imputation
To increase coverage and facilitate comparison with other datasets, imputed genotype data were obtained using MACH (76, 77) , using all SNPs that passed the QC steps described above, and employing a 1:1 mixture of HapMap phase II CEU and YRI data as the reference panel for imputation.
Ancestry estimation
In all cohorts, SNPs on the GWA arrays were subjected to principal components analysis using EIGENSTRAT (78) to infer genetic ancestry. The top 10 principal components were included in the study-specific genetic association models as covariates to correct for population stratification.
Association analysis
Within each cohort (and within the breast cancer cases and controls separately in AABC), we tested associations between the imputed and genotyped SNPs with age at menarche using an additive genetic model. Linear regression analysis in PLINK (version 1.07) (79) or ProAbel (80) was used for cohorts of unrelated individuals (ARIC, CARDIA, JHS, WHI, BHS, HANDLS SNP rs633715 identified in EA women (purple diamond). The SNP with the lowest P value in the AA meta-analysis (rs543874) was in relatively weak LD (light blue color indicates r 2 between 0.2 and 0.4) with the index SNP in AFR, suggesting they lie on different haplotypes. (C) SNP associations with age at menarche near SEC16B in AAs, using LD from the 1KGP AFR reference panel, in relation to the putatively stronger marker SNP rs543874 (purple diamond). Strong LD in AFR populations between rs543874 and a cluster of SNPs surrounding it, but low LD with SNPs near the index SNP rs633715 is seen. This suggests rs543874 may better localize the causal variant giving rise to the association of menarche age with SNPs near SEC16B previously reported in EA women. Note: SNPs are plotted using Locus Zoom by position on the chromosome against association with age at menarche (2log 10 P). Estimated recombination rates are plotted in blue to reflect local LD structure, and the SNPs surrounding the index SNP (or most significant SNP) in each case are color coded to reflect their LD with this SNP, marked as a purple diamond. and all AABC studies) and linear mixed-effect models in R were used to model family structure for cohorts including related individuals (CFS). Covariates included the woman's year of birth (or age at diagnosis or recruitment for AABC and WHI), if available, to account for the known secular trends in age at menarche, and the first ten principal components from EIGENSTRAT to account for global population stratification.
Meta-analysis
Cohort-specific association results were combined using an inverse variance-weighted meta-analysis approach as implemented in METAL (81) . A genome-wide significance threshold was set at P ≤ 5 × 10 28 .
Stage 2 analysis
AA women in the Black Women's Health Study (BWHS) were included in the replication stage (description provided in Supplementary Material, Text S1). Given the lack of genome-wide significant findings, we used the following serial inclusion criteria to select top SNPs from the meta-analysis for presentation ( (82) were genotyped to estimate and control for population stratification due to European admixture; these 30 AIMs are highly correlated with estimates from the whole admixture panel and thus provide efficient and valid adjustment for stratification (83) . An additive linear model for associations of age at menarche with genotype was used, adjusting for year of birth and percent EA as continuous variables. All regression models were run using the SAS statistical software version 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). One SNP could not be accommodated on the panel (rs4557202) and therefore a proxy SNP in high LD with it (r 2 ¼ 0.967 in 1KG-AFR) was chosen (rs7651087).
Replication of SNP associations in EA women
The 20 SNPs genotyped in the AA replication sample were also examined for association with age at menarche in the 32-study Stage 1 meta-analysis results of EA women (26) in over 87 000 women. A Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold of P , 0.05/20 was applied.
Analysis of secondary signals at known loci
Multiple signals within a single locus in the top GWA results were evaluated through conditional analyses in the largest cohort/studies (WHI, CARe and AABC) using individual-level genotype data. Linear regression analyses were conducted that included all such SNPs, birth year, study center (if applicable) and the top 10 PCs as covariates. The results were then meta-analyzed using METAL and the resulting beta coefficients and P-values were compared to assess whether there were multiple independent risk variants within the regions. We applied a Bonferroni-corrected P-value, correcting for the number of comparisons to determine the significance of independent signals.
Interrogation of 42 menarche loci identified in GWAS of EA women
Our second aim was to interrogate the 42 loci previously reported to be associated with age at menarche in EA women in our AA sample (26); 32 of which were genome-wide significant and 10 demonstrated suggestive associations in the previous study. First, we developed a set of criteria to validate the EA index SNPs and interrogate regions around each of these 42 loci. For each index SNP in EA, we looked-up the respective association result with age at menarche in AA. To accommodate the difference of LD structure and possible allelic heterogeneity across different ethnicities, we then interrogated the 250 kb flanking region around each lead SNP for locus replication to determine whether there exist other SNPs in the locus with stronger associations in AA with the outcome. We used the following criteria to identify the top AA SNP: (i) the SNP with the smallest association P-value within the region; (ii) MAF . 0.01; (iii) location of the AA lead SNP within the same recombination block of the lead EA SNP, where the recombination block was defined as a 20% recombination rate. The statistical significance of each identified SNP was evaluated using a region-specific Bonferroni correction for the multiple comparisons. We determined the number of independent SNPs based on the variance inflation factor, which was calculated recursively within a sliding window with size 50 SNPs and pairwise r 2 value of 0.2 using PLINK. If a SNP was identified with Bonferroni-adjusted P-value ,0.05 within a locus, then this served as evidence of locus replication in AAs.
Secondly, we interrogated all common genotyped and imputed SNPs (MAF . 0.01) within the +250 kb flanking region of the index SNPs to identify, specifically (a) variants that capture the association in the region in AA women significantly better than the index SNP and (b) variants that may represent secondary signals. We have previously estimated (84) a threshold of significance for (a) as P , 0.004, which is a correction based on the number of tag SNPs in the HapMap YRI population needed to capture (r 2 ≥ 0.8) all SNPs that are correlated with the index signal in the HapMap CEU (r 2 ≥ 0.2). In an attempt to eliminate minor fluctuations in P-values for correlated SNPs, we took a more conservative approach than for the conditional analyses and further required the P-value to decrease by more than one order of magnitude compared with the association of the EA index signal in AAs. We also required an r 2 . 0.4 between the index marker and the more associated marker in AAs and we assessed phase to ensure that the more associated marker is on the same haplotype as the GWAS-reported risk allele in the HapMap CEU population.
For all of the remaining markers that were weakly correlated (rfor defining statistical significance. Here we set the threshold as 5.6 × 10
26
, which is a correction for the number of tag SNPs needed to capture all common alleles (MAF . 0.05, with r 2 . 0.8) in the YRI HapMap population. Both (a) and (b) were estimated empirically based on 30 regions of 500 kb in size in a previous study of the prostate cancer risk loci (84) .
Expression database analysis of menarche SNPs
We queried existing human lymphocyte gene expression databases to determine whether the top SNPs that we identified in each of the 42 loci (Table 4) were more likely to be associated with the expression of nearby genes than the originally identified SNPs in these regions from studies in women of EA. To do so, we applied a sensitive technique for mapping cis-regulatory SNPs (85) in 56 unrelated Yoruban African LCLs (YRI LCLs) used by the HapMap consortium (86) .
Statistical power
The Stage 1 meta-analysis of GWA results had ≥80% power to detect relatively small effect sizes (e.g. 0.12 years, or 6.5 weeks earlier menarche per copy of the risk allele) for SNPs with MAF . 0. 
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